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Abstract  

The paper is a lexico – semantic study of two characters, Reynolds, a white 
man and Richard, a black man in Richard Wright’s Black Boy. The 
conceptualization of semantics and lexis was done. There was a brief 
contextualization of the novel in order to explicate the author’s background. 
The theoretical framework of Firth’s 1962 theory of meaning in situational 
relations was employed in order to do the analysis. The work did a 
graphological study of the novel so as to see how the author uses 
punctuation marks, repetition of certain letters and sounds in assonance to 
drive home the theme of racism. The syntactic structures and grammatical 
deviations were also brought out in order to explicate the intention of the 
author. In the study, the psychological trauma, human degradation and 
inferiority complex that the blacks are exposed to in the hand of the whites 
were discovered. Thus, through the two characters chosen, it is evidently 
seen through the lexical items chosen by Richard Wright in BLACK BOY 
the deplorable and impoverished condition of the blacks. 

 
 

Language is a means of communication and it enables man to have self-expression, that is, to 
express what man means, (Babatunde, 2002). It helps to fulfil certain purposes intended by the 
speaker or writer. It is a way to reflect the intention and in shedding light on the psychological state or 
emotional disposition of either the writer or speaker (Lawal, 1997)). It is the state of the mind of the 
speaker that will indirectly or directly dictate the choice of his words which can be connotative or 
denotative in meanings.  

Wales (1997) defined semantic as ‘the study of linguistic meaning of words and sentences’, 
while Yule (2005) saw semantics as ‘the study of meaning of words, phrases and sentences’.  It entails 
the conceptual and associative meanings of words.  Lexis is simply called ‘word or in a general 
technical term ‘vocabulary’ or ‘diction’. To linguists, lexis has to do with words available in the 
language, that is, the choice of words that are organised to produce meaningful sentences. 
 To do a semantic and lexical study of two characters of R. Wright’s Black Boy, we need to 
understand different lexical items and their meanings shown through the two characters chosen from 
the novel. Both co-exist and it is through them that a writer communicates to the reader. Without 
meaningful lexis, there will be no social interaction. Thus, the absence is explained by Cruise (1991) 
when he said ‘The distinctive property of signs is the ability to convey meanings’ and that ‘the 
combinatorial characteristics of words in utterances are constrained not only by their meaning but also 
by their grammatical properties.’ 
 

A lexical study takes note of the components or features of vocabulary in a text.  In the novel, 
Black Boy  the vocabulary items noted are as well significant for meaning in various ways because 
there is always a meaning in a sentence.  

To do a lexico-semantic study of two characters: Richard Wright and Reynolds, the context is 
an important factor in the processing of informational value. Crystal (1999) even pointed out that 
without knowing the context, the meaning of a word is likely to be ambiguous. There is therefore, the 
need for contextualisation in this study. 
 
Contextualisation of the Text 

Richard Nathaniel Wright was born on September 4, 1908, near little town of Natches, 
Mississippi. He survived an emotionally and physically starved childhood to become the most 
celebrated black American writer of the time. It could be seen from his bleak account of his youth in 
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Black Boy, which he wrote in 1945, that his survival had its price. It left deep scars on his personality 
and fostered the sense of alienation and rebellion that came to pervade his real and imaginary worlds. 
Before reaching his seventeenth birthday, Wright was deserted by his father, made a drunkard by 
Memphis bar flies and placed in an orphanage by his poverty-stricken mother. His mother, his 
brother, Allan and his aunt were forced to flee Arkansas after the lynching of his uncle. He was later 
reared under his religious authoritarian grandmother and aunty. He was terrified by the suffering of 
his mother which was brought by poverty and a paralytic stroke. Wright sums up life in the south for a 
black man as a choice between militancy, submissiveness, projection of self-hatred, or escape through 
sex and alcohol. 
 

In Black Boy, Wright could be seen with dual roles-as an artist and as a spokesman for his 
people which is the result of his early commitment to literature and Marxism by craftiness and 
dissimulation. Wright managed as a young boy to circumvent the legal and extra legal methods the 
south uses to keep blacks ignorant of the world around them, and began stuffing himself on a steady 
diet of books and magazines. 

 
His publications, many of which antidote Black Boy, include numerous articles and poems, a 

play, two autobiographies, two collections of short stories, a collection of essays, a folk history, three 
journalistic books on third world countries and five novels. 

Wright’s Black Boy is an autobiography and a classic story of a self-education achieved in a 
rebellion against the degradation of the Afro-American experience. In the text, Wright is able to give 
us a diachronic view of his personal experience as a Negro, evils of racial discrimination and its 
dastardly effects on the psychological, social and educational aspects of the black race. Since the 
author who happens to be the protagonist is a black Negro who is a product of racism, he grows up in 
a hostile environment where both his immediate and extended families have been subdued to walking 
shadows.  

Richard, conscious of his environment, is eager to liberate himself and thereby curiosity sets 
in. Since there is nobody to give satisfactory explanations or responses to his numerous questions, 
rebellion and anxiety set in. He became desperate and obsessed with reading. It is out of this curiosity 
that he discovered so many things about his environment: the disparity between the living conditions 
of the blacks and the whites. Thus, in the end, Wright concluded: 
 

I had been what my surrounding had demanded, what my  family 
conforming to the dictates of the whites above them had exacted of 
me and what the whites had said that I must be. Never being fully 
able to be myself. P. 231 
 

Lexico-Semantic Study of Richard Wright and Reynolds 
To do the lexico-semantic study of two characters in Black Boy, Richard Wright and 

Reynolds have been chosen. To do this, the theoretical framework of Firth (1962:2), will be used. He 
says  
 

meaning is situational relations in a context of situations and in that 
kind of language which disturbs the air and other people’s ear as 
modes of behaviour in relation to the elements in the context of the 
situation. 

 
From the above quotation, the two characters will be studied from their verbal and non-verbal 

actions and their effects of the characters. The three levels of the linguistic study that will be used for 
this analysis are: 
 
(a) Graphological Description 

By graphology, we look at how the work of art is put into reading, that is, how it appears on 
the paper. It encompasses punctuation marks, shape of the letter, gap between words, distance 
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between lines and paragraphs to get together with the meanings between words. There is a deviation 
from the norm and such deviation has its own effect. In the work of Wright, there are some elements 
of deviation in the realm of graphology. Thus, the repetition of some sounds in this text is used to 
show the level of Richard’s degradation among the whites whom Reynolds symbolizes. For example, 
under the alliteration, we have the repetition of the following sounds starting from the title BLACK 
BOY which is repeated several times in the text to always remind the reader the theme of the novel: 
racism. The effect of racism is felt through the repetition of the /b/ sound again in ‘bruised and 
bleeding’ (p.96). The sound /b/ is a bilabial plosive which one can analyse as a psychological effect of 
racism on the author as if he is choked with tears while trying to express himself. We have other 
examples like: 
‘leave me ‘lone p.4 
dread and distrust  p. 23 
take your time    p.162 
 

‘The repetitions of /t/ and /d/ sounds express the feeling of sadness. The speaker is portrayed 
as a stammerer or somebody that is upset and short of words. To crown it all, is the repetition of the 
bilabial nasal sound /m/ e.g. page  170: ‘...I must, must, MUST get along..’ Page 171: ’My sustained 
expectation of violence had exhausted me. My pre-occupation with curbing my impulses, my speech, 
my movement, my manner, my expressions had increased my anxiety. 
There is also the use of assonance to express this feeling e.g. 
Face that made me (p. 94) /ei/ 
Fighting for my knife (p. 94) /ai/ 
The brick chimney with all  /i/ 
‘The repetition of these vowels: short vowel /i/ and the diphthongs /ei/ and /ai/ makes it somehow like 
somebody wailing.  

There is also the repetition of certain words like ‘must’, ‘there’, ‘if’, just to emphasise what 
the author is trying to drive home on page 51. There is the repetition of the adverb ‘again’ as in 
‘’Again we packed. Again we said good-bye. Again we rode train. Again we were in West Helena’’. 
This portrays that the author does not like how they continually move from one place to the other. 
 

There is always a full stop at the end of each simple sentence. This type of repetition of the 
word ‘again’ portrays Richard’s level of frustration, the monotony of his life style and instability. 
Here we could deduce that Richard with his family moves from one place to the other and from one 
relation to the next which therefore, portrays an unsettled life style of his family. Above all, these 
combinations are catchy and they enhance the solemnity of the social setting in the novel. 
The author uses some echoic words or onomatopoeic sounds to imitate the natural state of his feeling 
and the events that do take place around him. For example, in the phrase, ‘an eternal hissing of steam’ 
(p. 51), there is the use of the sibilant sound /s/. This reflects his psychological state. Other ones are 
‘the tolling of bells’ (p.51) 
‘grunting of steel engines’ (p.92) 
‘Clamped my teeth ‘ (p.92) 
 

All these echoic words do not show anything good about the relationship between the Blacks 
represented by Richard, and the whites. They express feelings of agony, oppression, fear and 
dehumanisation. 
 
At the syntactic level of analysis,  there is an extensive use of commas in most of the narration. The 
writer uses extensively commas in describing certain events or activities taking place in a time. This 
reflects his emotional level and economical way of enumerating his various experiences within a 
limited space. It is a sign that he has a lot to say and he is eager to recount to his reader what he has 
experienced. For example: ‘’Bare headed and bare footed, my brother and I, along with nameless and 
countless other black mental engines, (p. 51). 

Another example is ‘neighbourhood swarmed with rats, cats, dogs, fortune-teller, cripples, 
blind-men, whores, salesmen, rent collectors, children bruised and bleeding’ (p. 61). 
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This gives the story a sort of rhythmical pattern. It reflects the psychological and emotional state of 
Richard. 
 
(b) Lexical Study 
Richard Wright, a symbol of the black race, represents the down trodden, the oppressed and the ego 
bastardized class of people struggling to be liberated from the claws of the oppressors represented by 
Reynolds, who see nothing good in the black race. The lexical items that are used to depict some level 
of impatience, annoyance, displeasure, and frustration can be seen in the following lexical items:  
Harshly, Shut up, Silly, Rattled, Mumbled, Breathed, Stammered. Awed tones, Shouted 
hysterically, Angry indignation , Flushed hotly  
 

At four years old, his reaction to his state of boredom and inactivity is described with certain 
adjectives like: ‘angry, fretful, impatient (p. 1). These give us a vivid description of the situation he is 
put in. Others are ‘ached with boredom’, looked yearningly out into ‘empty street’ 

 
From the title, we can see that ‘black’ is anything negative and to the whites, white is anything 
positive. For example, Reynolds while trying to mock Richard when he is anxious to learn about the 
optical trade, asks sarcastically whether Richard is trying to ‘get smart nigger?’’  
Reynolds. ‘’Nigger, you think you’re white, don’t you? 
To the whites, good jobs are only meant for them and not for the blacks.  
The word ‘hunger’ is personified several times in the text, which shows that it is a common 
experience of the blacks. This shows its perpetuity. For example: 
 

Hunger stole upon me, so slowly that at first I was not aware what hunger 
really meant. Hunger has always been more or else at my elbow when I 
played, but now I began to wake up at night to find hunger standing by my 
bedside, staring at me gauntly. The hunger I had known before  this had 
been so grim, hostile stranger, it ...(p. 11) 

 
Here, Wright personifies ‘’hunger’’ which makes us to be aware of how acute the hunger is. 

He is four years as at the time he is able to personify hunger repeatedly thus: 
Hunger stole upon me..P11 
Hunger had always been at my elbow..P11 
Hunger standing at me...P11 
Hunger nudging at my ribs, twisting my empty guts...P.11 

 
There is a way Wright tries to lay emphasis on racism in order to bring out the theme. This he 

does by using words that almost refer to the same thing and have the same referent: 
 
Nigger, Negro, Black, Coloured Folks,  

There is the conversion of some word classes to other ones. This is probably done to express 
the writer’s thought perfectly. For example, there is a derivation in the syntactic structure which is 
done by de-adjectivalising and denominalising some verbs e.g: 
‘hush’ – you better hush 
‘balled’ – balled myself into a tight wall (denominalized verb) 
‘afire’ – was my mother afire (p. 3) 
‘aching’ – aching glory (p. 5) 
‘duck; - I ducked  (p. 36) 
 

Psychologically, he wants us to empathize with him. This is why ‘hunger’ is personified 
many times. He wants us to know how acute the hunger is and the extent  the writer perceives the 
hunger, thus, wants the reader to feel the hunger with him and to identify with him. 

There is also the use of foregrounding, some of which are written in italics and some in 
capital letters in order to highlight the point that writer is saying. ‘’I want know’’ p. 40 beat, fix 
something, become p. 40. 
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In the American society, the environment where he lives is somehow hostile to the blacks. 
Wright uses deliberately some lexical items to express violence.  
Bellowed ,Herd use, Fix you ,Beat you, Thundered 
 
 These words are to show the environmental influence on Richard’s life. He has to learn the 
language of the street boys and thuggery in order to survive. 
 Some lexical items are collected in such a way that they form figures of speech. For example, 
personification as in: confused defensive feelings that had long been sleeping in me (p. 62) 
One such lazy hot summer night p. 116 ‘the days and hours began to speak with a clearer tongue’ p. 
38. 
 
         ‘The threat of some natural force whose hostile behaviour could not be predicted’ p. 64  
Metaphors are also used to express vividly Richard’s experience: 
‘Aunty Addie bellowed’  p.92 
‘he thundered’ p. 94 
‘herd us’  p. 24 
‘flooding voice’  p. 10  
‘blind fear’ p. 14  
‘He whirled from me’, p. 160 
 

The above figures of speech show the level of human degradation, a state of animalistic 
behaviour and subjugation of the blacks to a state of insecurity. 

To even show that Richard’s behaviour is not acceptable to his relatives because of the 
thuggery and foul words he uses, there is a pun on words to show their reactions: 
‘she stood thunderstruck (referring to his granny) 
 
‘he thundered’ – his grandfather p. 94 
‘spilled to the floor with a thunderous sound’ p. 93. 
 
 Thus, Richard is seen as somebody that is violent, a typical street boy who has learnt some 
gutter words to survive. 
Some words are clipped together to express annoyance for sarcasm: 
‘goddamn’.  (god damn) p. 83 
‘sonofabitch’ (son of a bitch) p. 83 
 
 Clipping is common in American expressions among street boys. This, Richard demonstrates 
in some of his conversations. There are examples of the use of double-barrelled adjectives by Richard 
to describe his feelings or environment: 
 
 ‘Increasing speed until the whip of the flesh was surviving at breakneck gallop’, p. 54 
‘bareheaded and barefooted.’ P. 51 
‘roundhouse,  p. 112 
 
 There is the use of certain collocations, that is, the company lexical items keep (Catford, 
1965). For example, to reiterate violence, maltreatment, racial discrimination, and e.t.c which are 
predominant, Wright who is from a penurious family where to eat is a problem, tries to liberate 
himself. He struggles to acquire Western education. Growing up in the streets of Memphis where his 
father has deserted the family, a drunkard at the age of six, he first stumbles on literature in the guise 
of the story of Bluebeard narrated to him by a young school teacher living with his family. This 
created some awareness in him and he says: 
 

...my imagination blazed....I vowed that as soon  as I was old enough. I 
would buy all the novels, there were and read them to feed that  thirst for 
violence, that was in me for intrigue,  for plotting, for secrecy, for bloody 
murders.  (p. 33) 
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 From the above extract, some of the words do collocate, imagination blazed, thirst for 
violence, intrigue, plotting, secrecy and bloody murders are related because they share the same 
putative feature. The world ‘revolution’ in a state of rebellion binds them together. This is because a 
coup is plotted secretly and may be bloody. 
 
 The struggle for literacy is also likened to the struggle for freedom and literacy is for 
liberation or independence. Religion as practised in Wright’s home is somewhat reminiscent of the 
slaveholder’s religion. This leads Wright to assert that:  

 
Whenever I found religion in my life, I found strive,  the attempt of 
one individual or group to rule  another in the name of God. P. 118 

 
The two lexical items that are important here are ‘religion’ and ‘strife’. The two words are 

incompatible. Leech (1974) defined incompatibility as the exclusion of one meaning from another. 
The componential analysis of these two words will show their incompatibility. 
 
    Religious           Strife  
+   holiness 
+   cleanliness 
+   worship 
+   good behaviour 
+   honesty 
+   kindness 
+   obedience 

+   quarrel/strife 
+   chaos  
+   disorderliness 
+   wickedness 

 
(c) Syntactic Analysis 
 Allan (1986: 214) says that: the meaning of a sentence is composed from the meaning of its 
constituent clauses and their connectives, the meaning of a clause is composed from the meaning of 
its constituent phrases, the meaning of a phrase is composed from the meaning of its constituent 
words and those in turn from the meaning of their constituent lexemes and morphemes. Wright makes 
use of phrases a lot in his narration. There is an evidence of being carried away by enumerating his 
experience and description of events as it is seen below: 

After I had outlived the shocks of childhood, after the habit of reflection had 
been born in me,  
I used to mull over the strange absence of real kindness in Negroes, how 
unstable was our tenderness, how lacking in genuine passion we were, how 
void of great hope how timid our joy,  
how bare our traditions, how hollow our memories........ P. 31 

 
Wright is fond of using infinitives in his narration as a way to list whatever message he wants to pass 
across. For example, Griggs tried to educate him on how to keep a steady job and in trying to reflect 
on Griggs’ advice, he thinks ‘what Griggs was saying was true, but it was simply utterly impossible 
for me to calculate, to scheme, to act, to plot all the time’ 
 

From the infinitive phrases above, we can see that Wright uses the psycho-stylistic technique 
of thinking to reveal why it is impossible for him to submit to the racial discrimination existing 
between the whites and the blacks.  
The following noun phrases are used by Wright to give a vivid description of poverty, tragedy, 
squalor, racial, discrimination and fear: 
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The Blacks 
m    h    q 
 
Essential    bleakness    of black life in American  
Cultural   barrenness    of black life 
The    darkness   of the world 
The timid   children   of the neighbours 
    Wild    with fear 
The first   baptism    of racial emotion 
While-hot   face    of terror 
 
The Whites 
m    h    q 
Wide clean    streets  
Big white    houses    
The    quietness   of the white world   
 

The state of mind of Richard is portrayed in the use of hypotactic sentences. He uses phrases 
of varying length mostly in the description of certain events or activities embarked on by individuals 
or groups e.g. 

 
‘’again after an undetermined stretch of time, 
my mother announced that we were going to move, 
that we were going back to west Helena... 
she had grown tired of the strict religious 
routine of Granny’s home: of the half dozen 
or more daily family prayers that Granny, 
insisted upon; her fiat that the day began at sunrise 
and that the right commenced at sundown: 
the long, rambling bible readings; 
the individual invocation muttered at each meal; 
and her declaration that Saturday’ was the Lord’s Sabbath 
and that no one who lived in her house could work upon that day’’ 
 Pp. 50 & 51. 

 
The paragraph above opens with a fairly long sentence with its succession of noun clauses all 

introduced by‘  that – clause’. This is to show an enumeration of these things that Wright wants to 
elaborate on. This is a way of summarizing his ideas or feelings by using colons followed by a few 
semis-colons before rounding up his sentence. It is very common to start paragraph with an adverbial 
phrase of time like: 

‘one summer afternoon’  p. 16, ‘from then on’  p. 17, ‘toward early evening’  p. 17, ‘Sunday 
came’ p. 83,  ‘one day’  p. 104, ‘The next morning’ p. 163, ‘One morning’..p.213 
 The above phrases show that Wright is very much interested in the sequential narration. The 
normal order of SUBJECT-PREDICATE-COMPLEMENT-ADVERB (SPCA) is used to emphasize 
his thought. This he does for thematic effect by using these adjuncts. He is so much particular about 
period by period narration.  
 The blacks are regarded as a set of dehumanised race without any feelings. This can be seen 
in the lexico semantic analysis of the conversation between a white man and Wright:  
‘Is this the nigger? 
‘Yes sir’ 
‘Come here, nigger, they tell me my dog bite you, 
‘Yes sir’ 
‘A dog bite can’t hurt a nigger’ 
‘It is swelling and it hurts, 
‘I never see a dog yet that could really hurt a nigger’ p. 142 
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The white man’s expression entails 
A. A dog bite can’t hurt a nigger’,  which entails that 
B. a dog bite can hurt a white man 
A. I never saw a dog yet that could really hurt a nigger, which entails that  
B. I have seen a dog that could hurt a white man. 
  
Most of the conversations are imperative sentences like: 

  Shut – up 
Just wait and see p. 43 
Just to know p. 39 
Take back what you said  p. 79 
Here, have a cigarette p. 175 
Sit down   p. 167 
Go home  p. 70 
Get back in there and get out  p. 168 

 
and Declaratives such as: That’s a plane, boy, 
I had buttermilk and black-eyed peas. 
  All these can be seen as an unfriendly relationship between the whites and the blacks. It is a 
relationship between a slave and his master as seen by the examples cited above. 
 

There are also locutionary acts ‘’I baptize you in the name....The illocutionary act by the 
pastor was performed but the perlocutionary act is nothing on Wright.  This depicts that there is no 
longer self esteem in Wright. 

 
There is also an implicit speech act by Wright when he consents to stealing. He says ‘ I gave 

him a pledge of my honesty’ p. 178. This he does to save money in order to run to the north where he 
thinks life will be better.  

To depict the social context and educational background of the inter-locutors, there is always 
a sort of code switching and this done by Afro-American slangs used e.g. 
‘ I ain ’t gonna stand near you’ 
‘cause you gonna smell up the air in a minute’ 
‘man them white folks right a catch you and send you to the zoo’ 
He said you was mad at me 
 
There is also the use of double negatives which is typical of Afro- American slangs’ 
‘I ain’t get no money’ 
‘I ain’t said nothing about you’ 
‘I don’t bother nobody  
 
 The above can create a minor change in meaning. In semantics, it is called anti-language. The 
grammar here does not conform to the English Language rules of grammar. These anti-language 
features are used to discriminate between the whites and the blacks. They are predominantly used by 
the blacks.  
 
 Wright is portrayed as somebody who lives in two worlds: the real world and the emotional 
world. Through his real world, he experiences every negative feeling peculiar to the black race, 
alienation, oppression, inferiority complex, hunger, poverty, etc and in his emotional world he is a 
real and a whole human being with every right to live. He is able to describe these two worlds by 
giving analytical sentences in the text. This he does by the use of enumeration with each dramatic 
statement being followed by its explanation. p. 67-70 e.g. 
‘’Hey’’ timidly  
‘’You eat yet’’ uneasily trying to make conversation  
Yeah, man. I done really fed my face’’. Casually 
I had cabbage and potatoes’’ Confidently 
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‘Man them white folks sure is mean’ complaining  
That’s how come so many coloured folks leaving the south’’ informational etc. 
This he also expresses hypothetically on pages 61 & 62 with hypothetical sentences which he refers to 
as magic possibilities. For example, 
‘If my nose itched, somebody was going to visit me’ 
If it rained while the sun was shining, then the devil was beating his wife’ 
If I was good to my mother, I would grow old etc. 
 
 These are superstitions and they are expressed in the unlikely conditional sentences. This is 
demonstrated in the use of if and past tense. Wright himself affirms that ‘because I had no power to 
make things happen outside of me in the objective world, I made things happen within’’ p. 62. This is 
to show that he lives in a fantasy and make believe-world in order to get out of the psychological 
trauma he finds himself. 
 
 Reynolds is a young white man whose utterances reveal his inherent hatred for the blacks. He 
sees himself superior to the black race: so he prefers to commit suicide rather than to be a black boy, 
‘If I was a nigger, I’d kill myself’ entails that I am white I am supposed to live or a black man is not 
supposed to live while a white man has every right to live. 
 
 His utterances show the pride in being white. ‘’You can’t call a white man a liar and get away 
with it’’ p. 165. There is an element of presupposed entailment in the above. 
 To Reynolds, there is a presupposition that Wright cannot be anything in life. 
‘Nigger, you think you’ll ever amount to anything?’, he said in a slow sadistic voice. The lexical items 
‘grinned’ ‘boomed’, ‘sadistic voice’ are used to show the hatred that the whites have for the blacks. 
 There is also the use of nonverbal gestures to show their hatred. Reynolds’ refusal to talk or 
show Wright the art of optical trade means a lot that he is unwanted in the company. Reynolds does 
not want to have anything to do with Wright. 
 Reynolds uses declarative sentences to pass his feelings across to Wright and later on resorts 
to physical attack. Wright is made to promise never to show up again.  
 Reynolds, who represents the whites, plays a significant role in the life of Wright. This is 
because Wright in spite of his humility, tolerance and a pledge to keep his work, Reynolds does not 
allow him to uphold this.  
 
 In conclusion, the lexico- semantic study of the two characters done in this paper shows that 
Wright has adopted the searing language because it is the only style that can befit the oppressive 
condition and the grave situation in which the black people find themselves. The deplorable and 
impoverished condition of the blacks is really wordily described through the lexical items chosen by 
Richard Wright in BLACK BOY.  
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